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■ Article III outlines what the Court is supposed to look like
– Never explicitly stated how many members à Have found 9 works best
■ Serve for life (or retirement)
■ Article II Section II Clause II also known as the “Appointment Clause”
– Giving the President the power to nominate members to the Court, with 
consent of the Senate
■ Since the Court has been established, there have been 114 Justices who served 
with 108 being white males
■ Now, before the appointment opportunity even opens Presidents will have their 
shortlist put together
– 6 or less interviewed
Literature Review
■ “The Politics of Supreme Court Nominations: A Theory of Institutional Constraints 
and Choices” Moraski & Shipan. 1999.
– Presidents view nominations to the Court as important choices in order to have 
their policy preferences represented
■ “The ‘cloistered’ Harvard-Yale monopoly on the Supreme Court”. Valerie Strauss. 
2018.
– There are 200 accredited law schools in the U.S. and most often the come 
from Harvard, Yale or Columbia à can lead to bias geographically and 
interpretation of the law
■ “Younger Supreme Court appointees stay on the bench, but there are plenty of 
exceptions”. Pew Research. 2017.
– A younger candidate is enticing given they would serve for longer, however 
there are many examples of Justices who were “older” when appointed and 
served a long term, as well as “younger” justices who served a relatively short 
term
Methodology
■ My question: What determines who moves from the shortlist to becoming the actual 
nominee for the Supreme Court?
– Shortlist is referring to a list of selected candidates from which a final choice is 
made
– Actual Nominee refers to the candidate that is selected off of the shortlist to be 
confirmed in front of the Senate
■ Dependent Variable
– A person being moved from the shortlist to being the actual nominee
■ Independent Variables
– Educational institution, Race & Gender
■ Controls
– Same Party, Catholic, Age
Methodology Continued
■ Hypotheses
– if the candidate attended an either Harvard, Yale or Columbia law school, they 
will be more likely to be moved from the shortlist to being the actual nominee.
– if a nominee is of a minority group, they are more likely to be appointed than in 
previous times 
– if the nominee is female, they are more likely to be appointed than previously
■ Dataset I used is Replication Data for: “Presidential Selection of Supreme Court 
Nominees: The Characteristics Approach”
■ Using cases from President Hoover in 1930 to President Trump in 2018
Descriptive Statistics
N Minimum Maximum Mean
Std. 
Deviation
Top3Law 299 0.00 1.00 0.3612 0.48115
Nonwhite 299 0.00 1.00 0.0803 0.27216
Catholic 266 0.00 1.00 0.2105 0.40845
Female 299 0.00 1.00 0.1505 0.35816
Age 297 38 80 54 6.51471
Withdrew 299 0.00 1.00 0.0769 0.26692
Confirmed 299 0.00 1.00 0.8094 0.39346
Nominate 294 0.00 1.00 0.1837 0.38788
Same Party 291 0.00 1.00 0.8282 0.37787
Findings & Analysis
Things I would do differently next 
time/if I had more time
■ Control for more things
– Focusing on Senate majority
■ Look at more religions
■ Add more controls
– Ex: Judge, clerkship, geography, etc.
■ Get more up to date data (2019-2021)
